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Organisations must manage the changing workforce needs to stay competitive.

The future must work for everyone

Cities must foster an atmosphere of innovation and growth.

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Climates are changing, and as a result, some workers are losing skills. The global workforce is becoming less mobile as countries become more specialized. How can people adapt to these changes?

The result: a more competitive and innovative workforce.

In today’s world economy

Future-proofing the workforce

The future must work for everyone

Cities will play increasingly central roles in fostering innovation and growth.

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Solutions are needed to enable workers to retrain and acquire new skills.

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Invest in the skills of your workers as a standard policy.

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Talent growth and development is a means to an end.

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

How openness can drive global competitiveness

GTI Talent Champion commonalities

How openness can drive global competitiveness

Top 10 countries

Top 10 cities

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Organisations will need to ensure employees have the skills needed to perform their jobs.

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Different new tactics at every step

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

A more holistic course of action

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Organisations must ensure employees have the skills needed to perform their jobs.

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Strong and vibrant innovation ecosystems around the world

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Organisations will need to ensure employees have the skills needed to perform their jobs.

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Globalisation and development is a central priority.

In today’s world economy

The future must work for everyone

Creating a climate of flexibility is a must in today’s world economy.